Foreign investors look for alternatives to Thailand

Foreign investors prefer Indonesia and the Philippines right now as they do not see any sign of a solution to Thailand’s political crisis, Chua Hak Bin, Asean economist at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, told The Nation during an exclusive interview.

“If you had put your money into Indonesia or Thailand five years ago, you would have tripled your investment by now, and it was the same for the Philippines. These were the three best-performing markets in Asia,” he said. However, investors who put their money into China five years ago are lucky if they broke even.

But the situation has changed. Looking forward to the next five years, Thailand is no longer attractive to investors, Chua said. Three key factors make the economic outlooks of Indonesia and the Philippines much better than Thailand’s. These are stable politics, lower levels of debt, and large labour forces, said Chua, head of economics research for emerging Asia at Merrill Lynch (Singapore).

Foreign investors are finding it hard to understand the political situation in Thailand fully, he said. “They worry that the political stalemate may drag on indefinitely.” He said everyone was waiting for the end of the political crisis, which is undermining the proper functioning of the government.

Read more. / Source: Asia News Network

Tougher year ahead for SE Asia banking

Banks in most Southeast Asian countries will face tougher operating conditions this year because of lower economic growth prospects and tighter credit conditions, according to Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services. Household indebtedness in Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia has been increasing since 2008, leaving these banking systems vulnerable to rising interest rates. The US Federal Reserve’s tapering of its bond-purchase programme could lead to higher interest rates and asset-quality pressure.

Malaysia’s households in particular could land in a tight spot due to high leverage relative to modest income. Economic imbalances from high property prices could strain households’ debt servicing capacity when the credit cycle turns. Malaysian banks are particularly vulnerable to deterioration in households’ economic health, since that sector accounts for about 57 per cent of the banking system’s loans. Credit risks are also high, given Malaysia’s fairly large private-sector debt burden relative to the country’s modest income levels. Read more. / Source: Asia News Network
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ASEAN
28-Feb-14 The Edge Malaysia Drought threatens Southeast Asia food prices as haze worsens
18-Feb-14 Asean Briefing Intellectual Property Rights Strategies in Southeast Asia: Know Before You Go
13-Feb-14 Asean Briefing Understanding ASEAN’s Free Trade Agreements

Cambodia
27-Feb-14 Asean Affairs No oil for up to five years: Cambodian government

Indonesia
01-Mar-14 The Jakarta Post Indonesia aims long-term timber export growth in EU
28-Feb-14 Bisnis Indonesia Automotive Performance May Sluggish In 2014
28-Feb-14 The Jakarta Globe Indonesia’s Mining Exports to Fall By More than a Third: Official

Laos
13-Feb-14 Global Times Laos service sector booms
12-Feb-14 Global Times Japanese investment in Laos flourishes

Malaysia
17-Feb-14 Asean Briefing Malaysia’s 2013 FDI Soars to Record High
10-Feb-14 The Edge Malaysia Economists: Malaysian exports to drive 2014 GDP growth

Myanmar
09-Jan-14 Myanmar Times Myanmar to get credit insurance ‘this year’
24-Jan-14 Myanmar Times New foreign investment rules with cabinet

Philippines
28-Feb-14 Daily Inquirer More Malaysian investors eyeing PH
20-Feb-14 Asean Briefing Philippines Poised for Foreign Investment Sweet Spot
19-Feb-14 Philippine Star Electronics sector eyes $37-B exports by 2016

Singapore
28-Feb-14 Singapore Business Review Singapore’s manufacturing output slipped 8.1% in January

Thailand
03-Mar-14 The Nation Amid clamour for ‘reform’, TDRI elicits practical suggestions to tackle economic, political woes
01-Mar-14 The Nation Researcher predicts recession for first half
28-Feb-14 Bangkok Post Weak shipments expected to dampen factory output

Vietnam
27-Feb-14 Vietnam News Industrial production on recovery path
27-Feb-14 ThanhNien News Industry association sanguine about furniture, wood exports
26-Feb-14 Vietnam Plus IT industry to see M&A more active in 2014: experts
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Check out Hoover’s enhanced News & Social media content

Hoover’s is an online Business Directory solution that gives you instant access to the complete and accurate data you need to market and sell effectively. Keep your pipeline filled with ongoing access to prospects that meet your qualification criteria. Get ready for sales calls with intelligence on companies, professionals, industries, and the competitive landscape. We’ve listened to your feedback and have partnered with FirstRain, an industry-leading analytics software company, to provide you with richer and more relevant company and industry news and social media content.

- **Latest News**
  Shows the most significant and relevant recent news stories about the company from across the global Web
- **Web Volume and Noteworthy Activity**
  Shows major, spiking news events as represented by the volume of news about a company across the last 6 months.
- **Top Business Tweets**
  Shows the most relevant, recent, business-focused Twitter activity about a company.
- **Historical Timeline**
  Provides a timeline view of the most significant developments and events affecting the company over the last year.
- **Analyst Commentary**
  Provides ratings and commentary about the company from financial and industry analysts across the global Web.
- **Management Changes**
  Shows the movement and job changes of a company’s key management personnel.

Please contact your local D&B office for more information on Hoover’s subscription or the enhanced news & social media content, and to schedule a demo.
News Around The Region

Indonesia
27-Feb-14 The Jakarta Globe Indonesia to Build More Hydropower Plants to Boost Alternative Energy
27-Feb-14 Asean Briefing Toyota Doubles Its Indonesian Engine Manufacturing Capacity
25-Feb-14 Bisnis Indonesia Fisheries Sector Suffers From IDR687 Billion Loss Due To Floods
20-Feb-14 Bisnis Indonesia Basic Chemical Industry May Grow 8% In 2014

Malaysia
20-Feb-14 The Star Malaysia’s Jan inflation hits 27-month high
14-Feb-14 The Star Govt urges M&A among small, medium businesses
12-Feb-14 The Edge Malaysia MIDA Penang eyes high-tech investments
12-Feb-14 The Star Toyota, Honda, Nissan to be hit the most by new National Automotive Policy
11-Feb-14 The Star KL draws RM800mil, 27 global companies set up regional HQ

Philippines
18-Feb-14 Manila Bulletin European Chamber proposes energy policy improvements
14-Feb-14 Manila Bulletin Fitch expects strong PH gaming sector
12-Feb-14 Philippine Star Asean integration may dampen Phl BPO growth
12-Feb-14 Philippine Star Non-electronic goods drive exports to all-time high

Singapore
27-Feb-14 Channel News Asia S’pore investors plan to adopt conservative investment strategy: Franklin Templeton
25-Feb-14 Channel News Asia Plans to grow Singapore’s LNG business
25-Feb-14 Channel News Asia Singapore, UK to set up financial dialogue to deepen cooperation
20-Feb-14 Channel News Asia More S’pore firms keen on expanding abroad
20-Feb-14 Singapore Business Review Singapore GDP predicted to grow 4% in 2014

Thailand
26-Feb-14 The Nation Jan exports fall nearly 2% amid poor trading confidence
21-Feb-14 The Nation Industries Sentiment Index hits 55-month low in January
21-Feb-14 The Nation Outflows driven by US policy no concern: BOT governor
15-Feb-14 Bangkok Post Asean mulls protection for era of liberalisation
15-Feb-14 Bangkok Post SMEs are feeling the sting of political strife
10-Feb-14 The Nation Investors looking for quick end to Thai political crisis as AEC looms
10-Feb-14 The Nation SMEs seek working capital as political crisis hits cash flow
08-Feb-14 Bangkok Post KPMG: Thailand well placed for manufacturing
08-Feb-14 The Nation NPL rise may point to economic crisis
08-Feb-14 The Nation Political situation dents business confidence: BOT

Vietnam
25-Feb-14 Vietnam Investment Review Japan’s firms prefer Vietnam
24-Feb-14 Vietnamnet Foreign investors leave the auto market
21-Feb-14 Vietnam News Vietnamese seafood impresses Australian consumers
20-Feb-14 VOV Hong Kong to consume more Vietnamese products
18-Feb-14 Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry Vietnam Automobile Industry Needs Strategic Focus
16-Feb-14 VOV Garment industry experiences boom with international bulk orders
15-Feb-14 Vietnam News Services industry grows despite nationwide economic slowdown
14-Feb-14 VOV Ban on import of used vehicles issued
14-Feb-14 ThanhNien News Vietnam economic growth to rebound by 2016: Ernst & Young
13-Feb-14 Dan Tri News Vietnamese fast food gives way to foreign chains
12-Feb-14 Vietnam Plus Unlimited opportunities for software exporters: report
10-Feb-14 Vietnam News Germany is Viet Nam’s largest EU partner
10-Feb-14 Nhandan news Mobile phones top Vietnamese exports to France
10-Feb-14 Vietnam Plus Optimism for Vietnam’s economy in 2014
05-Feb-14 VOV Opportunities and challenges for auto industry in 2014
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